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collaboration+flexibility=safety+efficiency

paper strips = communication medium
non-verbal communication = 50% of communication acts
physical distance = more demanding communication
multimodal communication (verbal+gesture) is richer

mutual awareness
knowledge that oneʼs collaborators know as much as oneself 

makes the interpretation of collaboratorsʼ intentions easier

cross-checking of actions done and to be done

2 users (dynamic support from planning controler),                    
3 users (instruction), 5+ users (storm)
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computer system unaware of clearances
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evolution of ATC systems

personalized radar image
actions on personal radar image
individual mouse

introduction of desktop technology weakens collaboration
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research questions

how to inform the system while fostering collaboration ?

how can tabletop systems improve collaboration 
compared to other digital systems?

how do we maximize usersʼ awareness of what 
teammates do?

how can we enable seamless dynamic task allocation? 
what set of guidelines should we follow to design 

effective collaborative tools on tabletop?
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related work
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information and other annotations. Video producers often rearrange the elements of a storyboard, taking advantage of paper
in 3-dimensional space to organize the linear presentation of the story over time.

We developed Video Mosaic to let video producers link individual elements of a storyboard to an on-line editing system,
modeled after EVA (Mackay, 1989). The first prototype (written in C on a Sun workstation) used a video camera to
capture commands from "paper buttons" or storyboard elements (Fig. 2a). A microphone under the table detected when the
user tapped and caused the camera to grab the current image. We identified commands (play, stop, etc.) and storyboard
elements with optical character recognition. We embedded a small video screen into the desktop to display video, projected
related storyboard information next to it. Later prototypes (using a MacIntosh) used a barcode reader to identify the
different storyboard elements, eliminating the need for a fixed camera (Fig. 2c). Commands were moved to the storyboard
elements themselves (Fig. 2b), eliminating projected menu commands and paper command buttons. We also made it
easier for users to rearrange the strips and control the overall storyboard (as opposed to simply the individual elements).

Caméléon: Augmented flight strips
Our most recent project is Caméléon (Mackay et al., 1998), designed to augment paper flight strips for air traffic
controllers. Despite massive efforts to replace flight strips, air traffic controllers around the world continue to rely on
them to control air traffic. After spending four months with a team of Paris en-route controllers, we discovered that paper
flight strips serve a variety of functions that are difficult or impossible to duplicate with conventional interfaces.
Caméléon is the result of a year-long participatory design project that explored augmented reality design solutions. Each
prototype had to track the position of each paper strip in a stripboard, capture information from it, and display
information onto it. Pre-existing technologies worked well for capturing information (video camera, graphics tablet,
touch screen) and displaying information (video projection, regular monitor, touch screen), but tracking was more
difficult. The best solution involved a frame with spring-loaded metal contacts along the sides (Fig. 3a), designed to hold
modified stripholders each with a resistor embedded within. Inserting a stripholder completes the circuit, identifying the
precise location of each strip. When placed over a graphics tablet, next to a touch screen (Fig. 3b), we could capture all
hand-written annotations and present information specific to each strip. Our software (written in TCL/TK and C) was
linked to the training simulator and RADAR, enabling us to link the paper strips to existing on-line tools.

                    
Fig. 3a: Individual stripholders are detected by  the electronic stripboard. The graphics tablet below captures
annotations and information is presented on the touchscreen to the left or on the RADAR screen (Fig. 3b).

INTERACTIVE PAPER
Paper is a physical object
Our experiences led us to reflect upon how the physical characteristics of paper and its social role affect the design of
interactive paper applications. Paper has physical characteristics, called affordances, that affect how it is used. Not only is
it lightweight and flexible, but it is easy to annotate and personalize. People take advantage of minute, seemingly
irrelevant details (a dog-eared corner, a coffee stain, a hand-written mark) to quickly identify particular paper documents.
People go beyond officially-sanctioned uses, inventing new uses based on the situation at hand. A newspaper can be a
child's hat, a paper airplane or the lining for a bird cage; an envelope can be used as a scratch pad or a book mark. Our
users were reluctant to give up paper, not because new computer systems didn't provide reasonable imitations of the
"official" uses of the paper, but because the new systems were completely unable to handle their invented uses of paper.
For controllers, the physical act of writing helps controllers remember what they wrote (whereas a selection from a menu
is rapidly forgotten). Holding a strip in one's hand is an easy and effective reminder of which plane to handle next. We
watched the video producers of a multimedia project arrange elements of the storyboard on the floor and walk around them
in order to directly experience different storylines. Construction engineers scribbled ideas on their engineering drawings
and shared copies with their colleagues. For each type of user, the paper interface was lightweight and intuitive, whereas
the on-line imitations of the same actions were slow and inefficient.

Paper is a social artifact
People use paper within a historical and social context. Video producers use storyboards and construction engineers use
drawings as the focus of collaborative work. Handing a physical document from one person to another implies a direct
exchange of responsibility for it, particularly for construction engineers handling changes on drawings and controllers
handing off planes. Marks on paper flight strips have evolved over several decades via a social process involving
controllers. Conventions are agreed upon, adopted and shared throughout the control room. Paper documents (and flight

chameleon (augmented paper strips)

digistrip



requirements

inform the system
more than two users
foster mutual awareness
foster communication and coordination
foster dynamic task allocation
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system design

horizontal shared, multi-
touch surface

design principles:
reify actions into objects
enable partial accomplishment 

of actions
provide feedback
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printer

timeline
Post-it

rotated strip extrapolation tool

trajectory editor

column with extended strips

trail
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preliminary evaluation

exp 1: mutual awarenesss
proc: list of actions to perform in parallel, report otherʼs actions at 

the end
res: failure
expla: still discovering interface, not a real scenario
concl: proximity not enough, engagement needed

exp 2: communication
proc: must make focus with non verbal communication
res: used post-it, timelines and juxtaposition
res2: ATCo group: success, non-ATC group: failure
concl/expla: must share same level of skills
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preliminary evaluation

exp 3: coordination with postit
proc: clearance + traj editor (tactical), notify with post-it 

(planning)
res: failure
concl/expla: timeline badly positionned

exp 4: more than 2 users, dynamic task alloc
proc: regular traffic control with 2, then 3
res: success, effective use of the system, close collaboration, 

parallel task accomplishments 
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discussion and conclusion

system usable (to a certain extent)... but needs more 
work

only partial evaluation

would be useful especially in storm situation
layed information (time-line, post-its) helps people figure out 

othersʼ actions
... and instruction

time-line helps instructor understanding trainee strategy
real-time correction by instructor
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open questions

how to measure awareness, coordination, task 
allocation ?

co-evolution of the activity (less specialized individuals) ?
real context ?
a name ?
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